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L E T T E R  F R O M 
T H E  P R E S I D E N T
A nte conventiculum nostrum omnes, qui in Phillip Exoniensem Academiam venient et qui non venient, vos saluto.
As I write this, we are working on the arrangements for the 2017 
Annual Meeting. We have the usual varied program, with papers 
and workshops that will appeal to scholars, teachers, Roman-
ists, Hellenists, linguists, belles-lettristes, historians — in short, 
all of us. Two special features of this year’s program deserve no-
tice. First of all, we will have a plenary workshop on Saturday 
to discuss the new Standards for Classical Language Learning, 
recently revised to line up with the World Readiness Standards 
for Learning Languages. Although the new standards still retain 
the familiar Five Cs, many of the details have changed to reflect 
the different approaches and different instructional contexts our 
students experience. Second, we have a series of workshops on 
Saturday about Comprehensible Input practices in the Latin 
classroom, starting with an overview of implementing your own 
CI program, and continuing with sessions on story-asking, using 
novellas, and teaching culture. Whether you’re curious about CI, 
or an experienced practitioner, you’ll probably find something 
useful in these sessions.
The Five Cs remind us that our goals involve communica-
tion, culture, connections, comparison, and communities. Clas-
sics is an interdisciplinary field: our colleagues study everything 
from ancient science to how contemporary graphic novels use 
Greco-Roman mythology. We are well placed to help combat 
the schism C. P. Snow talked about in his Rede Lectures in 1959, 
published as The Two Cultures (Cambridge: 1959, new edition 
1998). Snow deplored the idea that “the intellectual life of the 
whole of western society is increasingly being split into two po-
lar groups” (p. 3), the humanists and the scientists, with utterly 
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different ways of approaching the world. He conjectured that the 
great social problems, notably the division between rich and poor 
countries and the inequitable distribution of wealth, cannot be 
solved unless humanists and scientists work together.
What has Snow to do with classics? Well, look at your stu-
dents.  How many of them are in our classrooms because they 
want to study science and believe that Latin or Greek will help 
them master the technical vocabulary? Or because they want to 
study science and believe that an ancient language is somehow 
less work than a modern one, leaving them more time to spend 
in the laboratory? Or because they want to study the most com-
plicated language available, because they love systems, puzzles, 
and figuring things out — as scientists do? As we show these 
apprentice scientists the literature, art, and general culture of 
the Romans, the Greeks, and the European Renaissance, we’re 
bridging the gap that, to Snow, seemed so impossibly wide. And 
if we read a bit of Euclid, or Lucretius, or Hippocrates with 
our classes, we’re showing the humanities students that science, 
mathematics, and engineering have been human activities, just 
like painting and poetry, in every known culture. Modelling the 
intellectually integrated life for our students is our own contri-
bution to making the world a better place.
I look forward to seeing many of you, colleagues and friends 
old and new, at the Annual Meeting.
Anne Mahoney, Tufts University
President, Classical Association of New England
